
Fostering Sydney University Entrepreneurs



INCUBATE is the first of its kind startup 
development program in the Asia-Pacific region 
and is made possible to Sydney University 
students, researchers and alumni by the University 
of Sydney Union.

Our aim is to foster a proactive on-campus community of 
talented entrepreneurs and innovators by providing funding, 
co-working space and mentoring from Australia’s most 
recognised entrepreneurs.

Our vision is to be the best university startup incubation 
program in Australia and to compete with other pioneering 
initiatives around the world.

Our three major focus areas are: 
Foster an entrepreneurial community at Sydney University 

Provide a program that helps educate and inspire the next 
generation of entrepreneurs 

Provide seed funding and mentorship to help launch 
student startups successfully 

James Alexander
INCUBATE Director and Co-Founder

j.alexander@usu.usyd.edu.au
incubate.org.au

Incubate:
A FIRST FOR ASIA PACIFIC  
AND THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY We’re creating  

a world class  
startup incubator  
and entrepreneur 
program. 
We want to partner with innovative and bold 
individuals and companies that recognise 
INCUBATE’s potential and are committed to fostering 
Australia’s next generation of entrepreneurs through 
industry expertise and funding.

The founders of the eight 2012-2013 INCUBATE startups. 



WeSit
CONNECTING PARENTS  
WITH TRUSTED BABYSITTERS

WeSit, a suite of web and mobile apps, connects parents 
with a trusted network of babysitters through a referral system 
which leverages the trust people already have in their offline 
networks. Parents can easily schedule sitters they already 
know and view sitters their friends use – no more calling 
around and texting back and forth. 

WeSit solves one of the largest problems for parents – finding 
a trusted sitter to look after their children

100+ pre-registered users

RIM to fund the development of WeSit’s BlackBerry app  
(0% equity) and feature it on BlackBerry World when 
Blackberry 10 is released in March

SnapDisco
AUTOMATED PHOTO PROCESSING  
USING COMPUTER VISION

SnapDisco is a web-based technology for automatic and 
semi-interactive photo enhancement. We have developed 
advanced image processing technology that traces clipping 
paths around objects automatically, eliminating the time 
consuming manual process. SnapDisco’s vision is to support 
and encourage visual e-commerce by making it easy for 
sellers to upload great product photos, and easy for shoppers 
to search them.

 Revolutionary tool for e-commerce platforms such as  
eBay, Amazon, designers and stock photo suppliers

SnapDisco computer vision technology is in the process  
of being patented 

 Currently talking to first customers, register for the  
beta today

Notes Notes

Contact
georgia@wesit.com
wesit.com 

Contact 
james@snapdisco.com
snapdisco.com



Edissie
AN INNOVATIVE WATCH  
FOR THE ELDERLY

The Edisse Watch is an automatic fall detection device 
that provides carers and family members peace of mind. 
Current systems, such as panic buttons, have issues including 
coverage limitations, user requirements (i.e. have to be 
conscious to use) and simple aesthetic issues such as being 
conspicuous. The Edisse Watch eliminates all these problems 
through our innovative technology – global coverage, 
detailed in-depth reporting and tracking capabilities. The 
Edisse Watch aims to improve quality of life for the elderly as 
well as peace of mind for the carers.

Successfully created our first iteration of our prototype, 
consisting of hardware and software

Partnerships with OrionVM and negotiations with  
TeleOptima ongoing

Initial customer validation has seen >70% of respondents 
would buy such a watch

Contact
nick@edissie.com
edissie.com

CloudHerd
BRINGING LIVESTOCK  
INVENTORYING AND TRADING  
INTO THE 21ST CENTURY 

CloudHerd is an online livestock management and sales 
platform. Our vision is to create a global marketplace for 
the livestock industry, creating a huge source of livestock 
knowledge and allowing farmers to access multiple markets. 
By utilising cloud technologies, CloudHerd will make farming 
processes more efficient, allow data access from anywhere, 
and safeguard data from fire or flood saving farmers’ time and 
money. 

Livestock inventorying web application live

Receiving detailed feedback from industry professionals, 
including live export

In talks for strategic partnerships in payment technology 
and marketing channels

Notes Notes

Contact
cloudherd.com
alex@cloudherd.com



Muro
EVERYONE IS AN  
EVENT PHOTOGRAPHER

Muro is an event photography sharing platform. We bring the 
photos from people’s devices into one place, and onto a live 
interactive slideshow. People hosting events of all kinds (parties, 
weddings, public events) can register with the app and guests 
can start sharing photos instantly with the camera that is 
always in their pocket. Muro is the first photo sharing app of its 
kind, and makes event photography easy and enjoyable.

Built the core platform in just under 12 weeks

Recently used at Dave McClure talk and at SOHO 
nightclub; forming partnerships with leading nightclubs and 
event organisers in Sydney

Publicly launched two weeks ago, over 700 Apple Store 
downloads so far

 

Weaver
ENGAGING CHILDREN  
THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

Weaver is an educational toy to engage children in the 
latest technological advances involving sensors, robotics and 
artificial intelligence. Weaver is a blank canvas to create a 
unique piece of art technology while teaching programming 
principles in order to foster logical thinking and teamwork. 
Weaver’s vision is to create a community where children 
weave their very own ideas by understanding and using 
technological knowledge.

 Functional prototype developed 

 Currently running product workshops with children

 Established manufacturing and supplier partnerships

Notes Notes

Contact
james@muroapp.com 
muroapp.com

Contact
hi@weaver.be 
weaver.be



Feedback
RAISING MONEY ON THE GO

Feedback is a not-for-profit app that allows users to complete 
market research surveys in return for a charity donation. 
Face-to-face fundraising on the streets is a relic of the past. 
The myFeedback app is a way for people to put their idle 
commuting time to use. Our vision is to bring fundraising into 
the mobile era.

iPhone app developed and launched on the app store

Partnered with charities including Unicef and  
One Disease at a Time 

First surveys being currently deployed

The Best Day
MAKE PLANS HAPPEN

The Best Day (TBD) is a social planning tool that calculates the 
best plan for a group by collecting votes on time and place, 
without the back-and-forth messaging madness. TBD also 
helps businesses by providing a PLAN widget which makes 
it easier for their customers to organise and pay for group 
bookings. TBD’s vision is to be the global platform for making 
plans happen and businesses to connect with potential 
customers based on what they are planning to do. 

Launched Beta and had 5,000 plans made in 3 weeks 

Raised Series A funding round in December 2012 

Built an amazing team of developers and a designer to 
create an awesome product 

Notes Notes

Contact
martin@feedback.org.au 
feedback.org.au

Contact
whitney@thebestday.com 
thebestday.com



Program Partner Demo Day Supporter

Support and partner with Incubate
Get involved as a mentor or Program Partner by making a 
donation to the program. Submit the form below with your 
details at Demo Day and we’ll be in contact shortly.
incubate.org.au

Contact Details


